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1'0 all W/u07YU it may cOf!,cern:, from tuning the circuits. It bei,ng an imBe it known, that I"NIKO;LA TESLA, a citi- perative requirement in most practical apzen of the United States, residing in· the bor- plications of such s,YstemRof signaling or inough of Manhattan, in the city, county,' and telligence transmission that the signals or State of New York, have invented certain new mes,sages should be exclusive or private, it- is and. useful Improvements iu Systems of Sig- highly desirable to do away with the above naling, of which the following, is a specifica- limitations, especially in view of the fact, tion,reference being had to the drawings ac- which I have observed, ,that the influence of companying and forming a part of the same. powerful electrical disturbances upon sensiIn certain systems for transmitting intelli- tive r.eceivers extends, even on land, to disgible messages ,or governing the movements tanGes of many hundre,ds of miles,and conand operations of di~tant automata electrical sequently iu· aC(lordance with theory still impulses or disturbances produced by suit- farther on sea. Toovei'"comethesedrawbacks able apparatns are conveyed,through the nat- and to enable a great number of transmitting ural media to a distant receiving-circuit ca- and receiving stations to be operated selectpable of re~ponding to the impulses, and ively and exclusively and:without any danthereby effecting the control of other appli- gerof the signals or messages being disturbed, ances. Generally a special device highly intercepted, or interfered with in any way is sensitive is connected to the receiving-cir- the object of my present invention. cuit, which in order to render it still more Broadly stated, this invention consists in susceptible and to reduce the liability o.fitsthe combination of means for generating and being affected by extraneous disturbances is transmitting two or more kinds or classes of carefully adjusted so as to be in tune with disturbances or impulses of distinctive charthe tmnsmitter. Bya scientific design ofthe acter with respect to their effect upon a re~ sending and receiving circuits and other ap- ceiving-circuitanda distant receiver which paratus and skilful adjustment of the same comprises two 01' more circuits·of different these objects maybe in a measure attained; electrical character or severally tuned, so as but in long experience I have found that not~ to be responsive to the different kinds or withstanding all constructive advantages and classes of impulses and which is dependent experimental resources this method is in for operation upon the conjoint or resultant many cases inadequate. Thus while I,have action of the two or more circuits or the sevsucceeded in so operating selectively under eralinstrumentalities controlled or operated certain favorable conditions more than onetherepy~ By e:mploying ouly two kinds of hundred receivers in most cases it ispracti- disturbances 01' series of impulses instead of cable to work successfully but a few, the one, as has heretofore been done. to operate number rapidiy diminishing a"8, eHher owing a receiver of this kind, I have found that to great distance or other canses,the energy safety against the disturbing influences of available in the tuned cir'cuits becomes othersonrces is increased to such an extent smalh~r and the receivers necessarily moredeU- that I believe this nnmber to be amply sufficate.Evidently a circuit however well con- cient in most cases for; rendering ·the exstructed·and adjusted to respond exclusively change of signals ·01' messages reliable and to vibrations of one period is apt to be affect~ exclusive; but in exceptional instances, a ed by higher harmonics and still more so by greater num'ber. may be used and a degree of lower ones. When the oscillations are of a ·safety against mutual and extraneous intervery high frequency, the uumber of the ef- ferenceattained, such a" is comparable to fective harmonics may be large, and the re- that afforded by a combination-lock .... The ceiver consequently easily disttll'bed by ex- liability of a rec,eiver being affected by distraneolls. influences to such an extent that turbances emanating from other sources, as when very shortwaves, such as those pro- well as that of the signals or messagesbeiug 
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los defectos reclamados que puedan ser descubiertos mediante una inspecciÃ³n deberÃ¡ efectuarse dentro de los diez (10) dÃas posteriores a la recepciÃ³n del envÃo. En ningÃºn caso el vendedor serÃ¡ responsable ante el comprador por daÃ±os indirecto
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de la lampe pilote et des tubes du flash peut atteindre 250 ... La graisse cutanée tombant sur les tubes du flash ou ...... voor het flitscontact van de camera met de.
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26-15 Brooklyn-Queens Expressway .... SETTING DATE AND DAY/DATE MODELS ... ward (clockwise) until you see the date (for date only) or both day and date ...
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(1 ) Ma|n 309|}! _ hole in tire middle cf tire horizontal gap in the Main GR|P.I'|' ... Poussez la ï¬�xation de ventilation dans la bouche d'air en ange inclinÃ© vers le ...
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materials offer less resistance, i.e., are more permeable, to flux than other ..... chart can serve as a convenient worksheet for graphical ..... Of Ohm's Law) is: Flux.
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Jan 1, 2005 - LPD Y according to the abrogated CEPT Recommendation T/R 01-04 should be allowed continuation of free ..... standard system (GOST) and issue of ...... wireless voice links, access control, proximity sensors, antitheft.
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Energy Efficiency and. Renewable Energy Program ... schemes or energy sources that might have the ... resources to high risk proposals, ORNL has performed ...
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Nov 28, 2013 - m high) is omnidirectional during day & suppression towards west at night. Appelhofplatz 1, D-50667 ...... c/o Furra College, PO Box 69, Yirgalem - Sidama. QAT - QRTC ...... 1 Golden Square, London W1F 9DJ - w. IRN - IRIB 1 ...
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electric field was applied uniformly throughout the system to all mobile atoms. On average, the ..... electric field we expect to see some charge build-up in the form of ..... without resorting to specialized sampling techniques such as .... would ob
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f s. F" u r r es. ï¾˜. Âºr : t. r p r h free. Figuxe l . LLLLLS S L0SSYLaK LLLLS ... 5. BS 86 E. 3Õ§: Il IS). O. F "Ø£Ø³ÙŠØ³= i. SS. E. '' 14. * if te took cur DeasurtÄ—mÄ— botÅ¡ (of) 1 ...
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Nov 21, 2006 - Weight: 1.9 g (typ.) ... such TOSHIBA products could cause loss of human life, bodily injury ... medical instruments, all types of safety devices, etc.
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Eritrea 2 0330-0700,. 1400-1800. Asmara/Sela'i Da'iro *. 100. F France Info 24h fr. Nancy/Nomeny * ...... 5 EAJ38, SER CataluÃ±a. EGY ERTU R.Egypt/Voice of.
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Nov 25, 1993 - DK. Dcnmark. MC. Madagascar. US. Unitcd S t a h of America. ES ... Backsround Art ... Khramov, Physicists: A Biographical Reference Book.
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Apr 27, 1999 - Transistor mounted on an FR4 printed-circuit board. ... Pulse test: tp â‰¤ 300 Âµs; Î´ â‰¤ 0.02. ... Switching times (between 10% and 90% levels); see Fig.2 ton ... VERSION. EUROPEAN. PROJECTION. ISSUE DATE. IEC. JEDEC ... Exposure to 
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rather interesting results were obtained with certain iron-nickel alloys. The ferromagnetic materials under investigation were of wire form and served as the.
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Mass change after corrosion test (%). +0.23. PCT 100â„ƒ ... â‘¡ Air conditioner , refrigerator compressor motor , washing ... magnet length ï¼¬ï¼ˆmmï¼‰. B.radial ring .... 6.4. 51. HB-08I. 6.6. 0.66. 5.2. 413. 9.0. 716. 8.5. 67. HB-10I. 7.1. 0.71. 5.
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Apr 20, 2007 - Gms = 21.5 dB at 1.8 GHz. Gma = 11 dB at 6 GHz .... 200. P tot. Permissible Pulse Load RthJS = Æ’(tp). 10. -7. 10. -6. 10. -5. 10. -4. 10. -3. 10. -2.
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Bernardo (d) (Toledo) and Berrosteguieta (e) (Vitoria - via Vitoria ID local px: "R5 Todos. Noticias Alava"); news ...... dia.php?canal=8∾=d&sem=e. PEF-Posto ...
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Oct 20, 1980 - where cp(l) is the scalar potential at point 1, p(2) is the charge density at point 2, r12 is .... where n is the number of conductors per unit length. Outside of the ... junction device. vector potential field in the plane of the toru
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Oct 20, 1980 - field Â·density and the electric displacement are related by the equation D=ÂµH. .... the guidance of a vehicle having a detector capable of 60 measuring orientation ..... By monitoring the phase change an operator of a vehicle ...
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Apr 21, 2004 - x x x x x x x x x ...... Given a strip of paper 20 inches long and 0.5 inches wide; glue thin ... Figure 6-3 The 20 x 0.5 inch Mobius Triangle.
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Jun 24, 1988 - Nothing, on the cosmological scale, is virtually everything. It is the home of ... universe permeated with a constant magnetic fields. One need not ...
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Jan 30, 2001 - Transmit Only Mode and Bi-Directional Mode. Upon power-up, the device will be in the Transmit Only Mode, sending a serial bit stream of the ...
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